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Summary
Today, many of the internet users around the world only look at the first few pages of search engines and
tend to rely on the information that appears on those pages. Existing search engines also rely on this
behavior pattern of people while developing their algorithms. Algorithms developed in this way direct the
users to the desired target rather than meeting the information needs of the users. Search engines
generally prefer to direct users to these pages by acting according to the desires of businesses that pay
advertisements and provide the most profit. The fact that companies serve their own interests rather than
benefits creates algorithms that tend to provide interesting data, especially incomplete and misleading.
The problem that arises is a situation that makes it difficult to reach the real and desired information and
causes users to spend their limited time inefficiently. Broovs Projects has set out with the aim of both
solving these problems and changing this situation that ignores the users of these applications that
generate income thanks to the users. Broovs Projects delivers real information quickly and accurately to
its users with user-friendly algorithms. It never uses the database of other browsers. Data entries are
created by users thanks to the easy interfaces it offers to its users. Information mini-article related to any
site is presented to users in Broovs. Broovs Projects are people and benefits oriented. It shares its
revenues with users who are beneficial to it and provides growth, and makes its growth plan in line with
the demands of the users. It uses the interpretive feature of human intelligence. Data is generated by
interpreters and validators. The data available to users has already been interpreted and verified by a
user before. Thanks to this interpretation and verification Broovs' algorithms, the information, which has
been made into mini-articles, is displayed under the website link. Users can access summary information
before entering the site. In this way, the already limited time factor is maximized. Broovs sends BRS token
rewards to their data entry-verify users. It uses the blockchain base for submissions. BRS token usage
area is quite common. It has been developed and continues to be developed for use in projects involving
Broovs in the fields of internet advertising, games, programs and software. Broovs Projects helps
advertisers find more effective advertising channels while providing a better return. It is a system that
allows publishers to earn higher returns on useful content than existing applications, while providing users
with both time, information and tokens.

Website: https://broovs.io
E-mail: info@broovs.io
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1. THE FUTURE OF BLOCKCHAIN
Although blockchain first emerged as an alternative, it is predicted that it will turn into a standard
situation used by everyone in the near future. Blockchain technology, which is the symbol of digital
transformation in almost every field, is increasing its economic value day by day and is being used more
widely.
Although it is still very young, its size has approached 1 trillion dollars by the end of 2021. Although
many people around the world have heard of Bitcoin, unfortunately they still do not have enough
information about Blockchain technology. However, the economic presence of Bitcoin, which currently
has the largest share as a crypto asset, is expected to remain at smaller levels depending on the
developments in the blockchain structure in the future. 2021 marked a second milestone for Blockchain
technology. In the coming years, this technology will have entered our lives in every field such as internet,
finance, infrastructure, sports, art, education and health.
Today, blockchain is still in its development phase. There is a great distance from where it should
be. When the security and potential in its content and the current situation are compared, it is seen that
there is a serious difference between the place where it should be and the level it is at. Therefore, it is
progressing day by day by increasing both its usage area and its economic value. Blockchain technology's
rich incentive environment and decentralized structure offer serious opportunities not only to technology
enthusiasts, but also to governments, institutions, businesses and individuals.
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2. WHAT IS THE BROOVS ECOSYSTEM?
BROOVS Projects is an ecosystem developed for the society and people, based on the technology
mentioned above, designed to facilitate daily life and communication and to be beneficial to people in
every aspect of life. There are 10 projects planned within the scope of the ecosystem. BRS Token
belonging to the Broovs Fundamental Project is used in all of the projects. Projects that can be defined
as semi-centralized have been prepared in line with the expectations, demands and needs of people in
today's conditions.

2.1. BRS Token
BRS Token was issued in DexChain infrastructure as 11 billion. BRS Token, designed to be used in
Broovs Projects, will be used in all Broovs projects, although 11 billion units have been produced by
calculating the revenues to be shared with users (data entries, registration transactions, search rewards,
reference rewards), ICO sales, staking revenues and developer shares. It is planned to reduce the supply
to 1 billion units by accelerating the incineration process. The suitability of the network structure to the
planned projects will be tested, and in case of incompatibility, the network structure will be changed and
the supply amount will be recalculated considering the utilization rates of the projects. Due to the network
structure and the slowness of the service it provides, on 07.01.2022, the BRS Token was removed from
the BSC network at the address 0x98C6fD0281A9A0300cB88553Bf386a3492bb70F7 with an offer of 1.5
billion and the transition to the BSC network was completed on 10.01.2022.
BRS Token is designed to be used in digital advertising, commission and all services in web browser
and mobile applications. BRS Token offers economic opportunities by saving users from extra costs due
to the fact that it makes direct and fast payments with payment methods without using any intermediaries.
Advertisers or service buyers can obtain BRS Tokens from CoinSwifter Exchange, which is planned
to be held in the Broovs Ecosystem, and other listed exchanges, where users' data entry, search and
reference rewards, investors who buy from exchanges for investment purposes or lockers put their
earnings on sale.
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2.2. Broovs Wallet
Broovs Wallet is designed as a Secure Wallet, where users who are included in the Broovs ecosystem
can easily obtain from mobile or web applications, securely store their earnings and BRS Tokens for
investment,
and
turn
BRS
Tokens
into
daily
income
by
staking
them.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.broovs.broovs&gl=TR-

Figure 1. Broovs Wallet Web Application

Figure 2. Broovs Wallet Mobile Application
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2.3. Broovs.com and Broovs Broovser (Search Engine)
Broovs is a smart web browser integrated into blockchain technology. Broovs never uses other
browsers' databases. With its unique structure, Broovs generates its own data through users. All data
entry is made by users and approved by users, as a result of each transaction, users earn BRS Tokens.
Designed to be Web 3.0 compatible, Broovs.com does not share its information with 3rd parties and does
not keep records. The searches made by users are listed with the most comments and likes or the most
useful links to people at the top. BRS Tokens produced on the Dexchain infrastructure are used on the
exchanges where it is traded. Broovs users earn reward tokens through a smart contract from their data
entry based on their level. They can transfer their earned rewards to stock markets or Broovs Wallet
quickly and easily via the Crypto wallet included in it. This mechanism is a mechanism that operates
outside of the classical mining logic, and instead of expensive video cards or high electricity bills, it
distributes reward tokens in exchange for manpower and labor. Broovs is community and people oriented.
It uses the interpretive feature of human intelligence. Broovs also distributes reward tokens through
searches you make in your browser. It takes quite a while to reach the right information in classical web
browsers. Accessing accurate and reliable information among millions of data offered by classical
browsers consumes the limited time of users. Broovs, on the other hand, presents data that has already
been checked and interpreted by a user. Users can instantly access summary information about the
content of the site in the form of mini-articles on the ranking page, without entering the site. In this way,
users can access more information in a short time. Broovs completely handles the human factor and
carries out all its development in proportion to the increase of users. Due to its focus on people and
society, Broovs.com generates its income in BRS Tokens and after the developer shares are separated,
it shares the remaining income with its users by regularly distributing BRS Tokens.
By installing the web application, all these operations can be done quickly and effectively with Broovs
Broovser. www.broovs.com
https://github.com/broovscom/broovser/releases/download/v1.5.0/Broovser.Web.Setup.1.5.0.exe

Figure 3. Broovs Search Engine (Browser)
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2.4. Swift Messenger
It is the first messaging program in the world with WEB 3.0 feature. It has 33 separate features and
is designed as the upper version of existing messaging programs. It is a user-oriented project. It stands
out with its human benefit-oriented features. Records of conversations are not kept, they are not shared
with third parties, women, children and disabled users are prioritized, and the location of your loved ones
is notified at any time with the emergency assistance feature and location tracking system. It is the first
and only messaging application in the world with a crypto wallet. It is the first and only application where
platform revenues are shared with users as BRS Tokens. It will be updated as V1, V2,V3,V4,V5 (V:
Version) and all the features will be installed.

Figure 4. Swift Messenger

2.4.1. SWIFT, which is the first messaging program based on XRAY Blockchain and XRAY
Blockchain, which is still in progress, is an application that does not crash or slow down
because it solves the server need with the program downloaded by the members, and it is
FREE.
2.4.2. Thanks to the Blockchain technology it uses, it does not tire your phone unnecessarily and
does not cause it to slow down.
2.4.3. Correspondence and conversations are never recorded, and are not shared with third parties.
2.4.4. You can send a message without having to save the phone number that you communicate.
2.4.5. Multi-messaging support is determined as 1000 people, you can also send multiple
messages with the select all option.
2.4.6. You can create private Chat rooms for your work, family and loved ones.
2.4.7. You can open a group chat with your business groups for a period of time, you do not have
to leave at the end of the time, the group will automatically close when the time expires.
2.4.8. You can make video and audio conversations.
2.4.9. You can easily send a voice message.
2.4.10. You can easily send and receive location.
2.4.11. You can share status.
2.4.12. You can delete the messages you sent at any time, there is no time limit.
2.4.13. No one can add members to groups without approval.
2.4.14. Messages from people who are not registered in the Contacts will fall into the confirmation
section, the other party will not see what you see.
2.4.15. You can send a voice or text message with a future date.
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2.4.16. You can also message from your computer with the computer application.
2.4.17. You can share files and documents.
2.4.18. In case of a busy call, the automatic message feature is activated and the message you want
is automatically forwarded.
2.4.19. Provides easy messaging with automatic language option in international messages.
2.4.20. There is an option to read aloud for the visually impaired, the incoming message is
transmitted aloud.
2.4.21. It is the first messaging program in the world with a crypto wallet and instant money sending
feature.
2.4.22. Crypto wallet is opened on demand, not every member has to open it.
2.4.23. Thanks to its SWIFT wallet feature, it can also be used as a cold wallet or swap wallet.
2.4.24. Members can transfer Tokens or any Coins among themselves by paying a very low fee.
2.4.25. Thanks to the passwords of the wallets, even if the members lose their phone, they can log
in with their passwords from another phone and all the accounts in the other wallet will be
offline.
2.4.26. It provides the opportunity to transfer 500 TL per day or send money online by defining a
Credit Card to the account.
2.4.27. Those who download a Crypto wallet from the Settings section have to confirm their identity.
2.4.28. It gives a chance to win BRS Token for every message sent in the system. The earned BRS
Token can be converted into cash and used on the exchanges where it is listed.
2.4.29. With the EMERGENCY Assistance button, you can send instant help and location information
to your relatives with a single click in an emergency.
2.4.30. By activating automatic location information, the location of your child or loved ones is sent
to you as a message at desired intervals.
2.4.31. Each user will have the opportunity to earn BRS Tokens for each sent message and
according to the amount of correspondence made in the admin groups. For the members
who do not want to use their correspondence income and income within the system, monthly
donations are provided to organizations such as Foundations, Associations, Sports Clubs,
etc.
2.4.32. Since the advertising fees are received with BRS Token, they are shared with the program
users as BRS Token at a certain rate after user approval.
2.4.33. It will be the first messaging program in the world that is compatible with the WEB 3.0 feature,
which has been on the agenda lately, thanks to it uses BRS Token in its content, shares its
revenues with users and does not keep any data records.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.broovs.swiftmessenger&gl=TR
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2.5. Fanmeter Social Media Platform
It has been designed to be the world's first and only live social media platform with WEB 3.0 feature. It
was created by identifying the best features of many social media programs currently used and combining
the features that people like and demand the most. It offers a real scoring algorithm that scores for
influencers, measures social media activity and interaction of influencers. Thanks to this algorithm, it
allows advertisers to advertise accurately and effectively. The flow of information and the quality of
publications are scaled in social media. Users can follow any streamer, subscribe and send rewards. You
can follow the platform without being a member. It has been designed in such a way that user incomes
are very high compared to other applications, and education and family details are especially considered.
It is the first and only social media application in the world that uses BRS Token and has a crypto wallet.
It is the first and only application to share platform revenues with users as BRS Tokens after developer
shares are separated. The platform can be accessed and used via the web and also with the mobile
application. www.fanmeter.tv

Figure 5. Fanmeter

2.6. SafeCoinList
It will be the advertisement site where Turkey's first reliable crypto money and blockchain projects are
published. Safecoinlist is a platform which contains crypto assets that have a project and can pass the
security questions automatically asked by The system will be listed to the users, and users will be provided
with basic information such as what are the investable projects, what they do, how much is offered, how
much is traded in the market, on which stock exchanges they are traded, technical notes and analysis.
Projects that attract attention, receive many comments, have a high ability to gather audience and are
considered useful will be given the right to list on our exchange in exchange for a predetermined BRS
Token.
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2.7. RAYCHAIN – XRAY
It is Turkey's first open source Blockchain base, mining operations are easily done with desktop
computers. Work continues on mining with a mobile phone.
Raychain is compatible with the Ethereum Virtual Machine, allowing compatibility with most existing
solidity-based smart contracts.
XRAY has a Proof of Stake consensus system optimized for the contract model. Any user can help
secure the network. There is no minimum required for voting, master node or staking - just one xray is all
it takes to get started. It uses the UTXO transaction model and is compatible with Bitcoin, allowing existing
transactions and workflows to be used with XRAY. This allows the famous SPV protocol to be used on
mobile phones and IoT devices, ideal for light wallets. It allows the introduction of the "proof of stake"
feature with mobile phones in the future.
2.7.1. What is XRAY?
XRAY is our primary mainnet wallet. It implements a full node and can store, verify and distribute the
entire history of the Raychain network. XRAY is the reference application for the Raychain network.
Sending/receiving XRAY coins,






Sending/receiving XRC20 tokens on the XRAY network Creating blocks for the XRAY network,
Creating and interacting with smart contracts Create NFT protocols,
Running a full node to distribute the blockchain to other users, "Pruning" mode that minimizes
disk usage,
Testnet mode, using public XRAY Testnet Compatibility with Bitcoin Core RPC commands and
APIs,
Full SegWit capability with p2sh-segwit (legacy) and bech32 (local) addresses,

EVM smart contracts cannot receive or send tokens from any address type other than pubkeyhash
(starting with X) addresses. This is because of a limitation in the EVM.
Contracts are not allowed to initially create contracts with a coin donation. The contract must be
created first, then the money must be sent in a separate transaction. People are also not allowed to create
contracts with an initial coin donation.
In XRAY, there can be multiple addresses used to create a proof-of-stake block. However, the
EVM can only see the first output using the coinbase transaction in Solidity (this is also the address
registered for continuous staker rewards after 500 blocks).
XRAY is an open source decentralized framework that combines the strengths and features of
Bitcoin and Ethereum into a single blockchain. Defi aims to be one of the preferred main networks with its
low transfer cost and high speed by taking on the task of network provider with token and NFT protocols,
together with application support, and foresees reaching a wide usage mass in the sector.
It is a general purpose blockchain that tries to address issues by providing solutions to the most
problematic features faced by Bitcoin and Ethereum users. These; interoperability, governance,
robustness of proof-of-work mechanism, cost and difficulty of connecting smart contracts to real-life
applications. XRAY is a “Hybrid” blockchain structure that can solve these problems. XRAY's core
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technology uses an account abstraction layer that enables multiple virtual devices, including proof of stake
(pos), ethereum virtual machine (evm), and bitcoin core.
XRAY allows institutions and existing sectors that have not yet migrated to the blockchain
structure to interface with blockchain technology. In collaboration with its academic partners, XRAY
develops methods and tools to develop smart contracts and standardize the workflow. XRAY offers a
structure that can be used in many projects to all humanity. It has a modular structure. It can be used as
a fast and secure payment tool. It can standardize the workflow of every sector with its developer
contributions.
XRAY with Smart Contract and NFT protocols;













Provides support for the protection of intellectual, industrial and personal property rights of public
institutions and organizations and individuals,
Valuable papers and projects of municipalities and public institutions,
Insurance transactions and insurance policies, Engineering projects,
Information, documents, evidence and statements in the justice system,
Scientific articles,
Investment projects,
Research projects,
Inventions and inventions,
Brands, models and patents,
Land Registry and Zoning documents,
Election and Survey procedures,
It helps military and high security information to be securely stored with a time stamp in a structure
that cannot be changed, divided, and fragmented by turning it into a crypto asset.

Unlike a proof-of-work mechanism, Proof of Stake algorithms are significantly less costly to maintain,
more environmentally friendly, and provide great decentralization, which is the cornerstone of blockchain
security.
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2.8. Swifter Wallet
It is designed as a secure cold wallet where swap transactions can be made between the Coins and
Tokens listed on the CoinSwifter exchange and the projects originating from the XRAY base.

2.9. CoinSwifter Crypto Exchange
Crypto asset is NFT Clearing and Trading Platform. With its own Blockchain and Cold Wallet, it will
come to the fore as Turkey's first and only, most reliable trading platform. Easy registration, KYC control,
two-way security measures will be included in WEB and Mobile applications and have been developed in
line with the demands of users, based on user security and satisfaction. The most important feature of
the stock market in terms of security and site crash is that it is written in 3 different software languages
and the servers are arranged according to maximum demand. (Laravel,Vue,PhP). It will come to the fore
as a crypto trading platform where chart data, recent transactions, trading requests can be seen instantly,
and Stop Limit order will prevent users from being harmed. Entry fees will be made with BRS Token.
www.coinswifter.com

Figure 7. CoinSwifter Exchange
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2.10.

Bilen Asistant

The “BİLEN” project is an artificial intelligence technology that responds to the voice commands and
questions of its users as an assistant and performs actions for them.

2.11.

BroovsBLOCK

It was developed using the XRAY Blockchain infrastructure owned by our company in order to prevent
frequent cyber attacks in today's conditions and to ensure data security of companies in particular. It is a
technology that allows companies and individuals to record network and company information regularly
in exchange for a BRS Token and return it when requested. Due to the Blockchain infrastructure it uses,
a firewall is created against external and internal attacks, and it becomes impossible to access the data
stored using the typed algorithm. After the backup data, which the authorized person can access and
retrieve with a one-time password, is made available, the system resumes backup work again.
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2.12.

BroovsBOX

The mobile application that will be written and the application that will be integrated into mobile phones
using the XRAY Blockchain infrastructure owned by our Company has been designed to allow 1 TB of
space to be used for each mobile phone. The memory problem, which is very important for mobile
phones, will thus disappear, and people will have the opportunity to easily store and restore their data,
photos, information. Even if the mobile phone changes, the data will not be lost The application will allow
you to download and use the data again on the mobile phone where it was installed. Payments for the
application service to be provided will be scheduled on a monthly and annual basis and will be received
through the application with the BRS Token.

3. Mission
Our aim is to minimize the disadvantages of people against technology with Broovs Projects, and to
make the world more transparent, democratic and reliable thanks to technology. Internet is a very new
technology in world history. Undoubtedly, it will be one of the most needed areas in the future. Our team
has started a very extensive work with the emergence of the name of the project. Our goal and mission
are to make Broovs Projects among the most used platforms. In the coming years, it is to work diligently
to accelerate its move to the point it deserves by removing the obstacles one by one to being number
one. We continue on our way without slowing down, with the synergy and maturity of putting the maximum
benefit to its users and partners in the first place of its principles.
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4. Areas of Investment
 Project and software development

 Increasing the brainpower of the team

 Expansion of server areas
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5. Roadmap
2021 Quarter 2
- BRS Token display on local exchanges
- Release of Broovs Wallet Web and Mobile Edition
- Broovs.com search engine feed
- Fanmeter tests
2021 Quarter 3
- Negotiations with global exchang markets
- Team and infrastructure improvement studies
- Swift Messenger Infrastructure works
- Fanmeter Tests
- CoinSwifter Crypto trading Exchange infrastructure works
2021 Quarter 4
- Launch of CoinSwifter Crypto Exchange
- Launch of Swift Messenger App
- Launch of Fanmeter.tv application
2022 Quarter 1
- Launch of SafeCoinList.com Project
- Launch of the Swifter Wallet Project
- Launch of XRAY-RAYCHAIN Project
2022 Quarter 2
- Grand prize Fanmeter project competitions
- Broovs Projects Partner Agency agreements
2022 Quarter 3- 4
- BroovsBLOCK
- BroovsBOX
2023
-

“BILEN” PROJECT
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6. Team
Assoc. Prof.Dr. M. Tolga ÇÖĞÜRCÜ- CEO
Prof. Dr. M. Sami DÖNDÜREN- CTO
Dr. Bilgehan SOYKAN- Software Engineer/ Developer
Dr. Kaan DİŞÇİ - Software Engineer/ Developer
Dr. Çağdaş İNAL- Software Engineer/ Developer
Serdar HANÇER- Software Engineer/ Developer
Erol KILBUKER- Computer Engineer/ Developer
Alper SARI- Software Technician/ Developer
Doğukan ATAKUL-Software Technician/Developer
Adem GÖKSUGÜZEL- Assistant Social Media Manager
Mustafa TOPAL- Accounting Manager
Ramazan KAHIYE- Network
Mücahit AKDENIZ- Advertising Agency
Emrah OTEN- Network
Celil CALIŞ- Network
Mustafa KALAYCI-Network
İlker KAYA-Network

https://.broovs.io
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